Tent Liner Installation Instructions
Packing the liner:
Stuff the liner into the bag with the valance edges at the bottom of the bag and the vinyl hub(s) at the
top.

Installing the pulley system:
The hardware for the pulley system (stored in the inside pocket of the bag) should be attached to the
tent frame during the tent installation. (The hardware components are installed before the tent top is
installed and the tent is put up on its legs). Feed the straps of the pulley through the center of the crown,
wrap one around either side of the crown and hook together in the middle. Put the rope through the
pulley. The end of the rope with the D ring (hub connector) will attach to the liner. The opposite end will
be pulled to raise the liner to the tent ceiling.

Installing the liner:
1. Place each liner bag section at the appropriate crown location (ends / mids). Begin with an end section. The bag for each section is color coded for size.
2. Lift the vinyl hub of the liner out of the bag and attach to the hub connector. The bulk of the liner is
still in the bag.
3. Pull the liner out of the bag and up into the roof area in one step using the pulley system. (This helps
to avoid dragging on the ground and getting soiled.) Raise the liner halfway up to the tent top by pulling down the rope and secure the rope to a tent leg to hold the liner in place.
4. Attach the side clips onto the tent sidewall cord, beginning in the corners and work to the center.
5. Lower the liner to working height.
6. Unscrew the hub connector, and attach the hubs of two liner sections together (Hubs are notched
for aligning the Velcro strips).
7. Now work the Velcro seams of the 2 sections together as you lift the liner out of the bag.
Continue with the process until all liner sections are installed.
Finish by pulling the liner sections up to the roof of the tent to achieve the swag or tightness desired.

